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Notices 

Every effort has been made to supply complete and accurate information, 
however the information in this document is subject to change without 
notice. UNIT4 Business Software Limited assumes no responsibility for any 
errors that may occur in the documentation.  

Microsoft ® Excel, Windows ® and Microsoft ® SQL Server ™ are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 
States and/or other countries. Crystal Reports is a trademark of Crystal 
Decisions, Inc. All other brand names, product names and company logos 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

This document contains information that is proprietary to and considered a 
trade secret of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. It is expressly agreed 
that it shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, disclosed, divulged, or 
otherwise made available to any third party either directly or indirectly. 
Reproduction of this documentation for any purposes is prohibited without 
the prior express written authorisation of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. 
All rights reserved. 

UNIT4 Business Software Ltd © 2011. 
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Welcome 
Welcome to the ABW Inventory Management training. 

This is a training course that outlines the basic concepts of ABW Inventory 
Management. The course contains these training sessions as follows: 

• Session 1 – Overview of ABW Inventory Management 

• Session 2 – Setting up Inventory Management 

• Session 3 – Processing Internal Stock 

• Session 4 – Managing Internal Withdrawals 

• Session 5 – Managing Stock Movements & Transfers 

• Session 6 – Managing Warehouse Orders 

• Session 7 – Managing Stocktaking 

• Session 8 – Reconciling Stock 

• Session 9 – Replenishing Stock 

• Session 10 – Performing Stock Cost Adjustments. 

The course is designed for advanced and super users, and you should be 
familiar with using and working in a Microsoft Windows environment. 
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Training basics 

Your trainer will explain: 

• location of facilities including toilets, tea and coffee 

• fire procedures within the building and the marshalling points 

• mobile phones and PIM – make sure that they are switched off 

• breaks – there are regular breaks during the course including 
coffee breaks at convenient points throughout the day and a 
lunch break of approximately 1 hour 

• feedback – forms are distributed to provide feedback on the 
course. Please fill them in before you leave. 

 

Introducing the course 

Your trainer will explain the course format and materials: 

• the course is a combination of demonstrations, which you can 
follow on your PC, and exercises to confirm your understanding 
of the topics covered, which unless stated otherwise should 
be completed on ABW client A1 

• teaching aids, such as PowerPoint presentations, are used where 
appropriate to help to help explain concepts, processes or 
procedures 

• a number of documents support the course: 

o ABW Inventory Management Delegate’s Workbook to 
guide you through the course (this document) 

o ABW Inventory Management course Exercise Workbook 
containing a set of exercises to do as you work through 
the Delegate’s Workbook. 

Additional information on the topics covered in the training is available in 
the On-line Help, and this ABW Reference Manual: 

• Inventory Management. 
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Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course are to help you: 

• understand the functionality of the Inventory Management 
module in ABW 

• understand the fixed registers, products, follow-up, scope of 
stock, and the set-up which is required to manage stock using 
the Inventory Management module 

• understand how to enter goods into stock, and withdraw them 
from stock as internal transactions 

• understand the process by which purchase requisitions that are 
satisfied from stock are followed through the picking list and 
internal despatch stages 

• understand the movement of stock between locations 

• understand valuation of stock, and reconciliation to the General 
Ledger stock account 

At various stages in the course you are asked to complete exercises to help 
you understand the concepts and tasks that are described by your trainer. 

Each session has a set of key learning points that you can use to check 
that you have understood how to perform the tasks that are described in 
the session training. 

 

About this course 

This course is intended to provide you with an overview of the concepts 
and activities that you need to perform for managing stock in ABW 
Inventory Management, and covers these aspects: 

• stock transaction control – stock entry, withdrawal, movement, 
and stock taking 

• stock financials – stock reconciliation, replenishment, and cost 
adjustment. 
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Further courses to attend 

After the training, you can attend additional training related to individual 
ABW modules to support your specific business processes. 

Courses that you may consider include: 

• Purchasing 

• Sales Order Processing 
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Session 1 
Overview of ABW 
Inventory Management 
 

This section of the training provides you with an overview of Inventory 
Management in ABW. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding ABW Inventory Management. 

Understanding Inventory Management functionality in ABW. 
 

 

.
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Inventory Management is a module that enables you to manage these 
aspects of stock within ABW: 

• stock physical transaction control - via stock entry, withdrawals, 
movements, and stock taking 

• financial entries associated with stock - including stock 
reconciliation, replenishment, and cost adjustment. 

The main functions within the Inventory Management module are: 

• setting up and maintaining stock information via fixed registers 

• registration and maintenance of warehouse definitions and 
locations 

• registration of internal withdrawals of products from stock 

• registration of internal receipts of products into stock 

• registering movement of stock between warehouses and/or 
locations 

• registering the results of stocktaking, and post stocktaking 
results to the stock accounts 

• performing enquiries and producing reports. 

Inventory Management is fully integrated with other related modules of 
ABW including Purchasing, Sales Orders, and Logistics, but depending on 
organisation requirement can be used as a stand-alone module without 
integration to other modules of ABW. The relationship of Inventory 
Management to other related ABW modules is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Orders 
(Logistics) 

Payable 
(Financials) 

General Ledger 
(Financials) 

Sales Orders 
(Logistics) 

Accounts 
Receivable 

 

Inventory 
Management 
(Logistics) 
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Before you can register stock in Inventory Management: 

• at least one warehouse must be defined 

• products that are to be stocked must be registered. 

When managing stock using the Inventory Management module all 
transactions are made using the unit in which a product is stocked (as 
defined in the Products window). You cannot use factor units, general or 
product-specific ones, when registering stock transactions. 

All the tasks you need to perform in the Inventory Management module are 
accessed from the Inventory Management menu: 
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Session 2 
Setting up 
Inventory Management 
 

This section of the training provides you with an outline of how you set up 
Inventory Management in ABW. It covers: 

• looking at Logistics requirements 

• defining the stock valuation principle 

• defining the stock processing method. 

By the end of this session you should have an understanding of the 
prerequisites for running Inventory Management. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the ABW logistics information that needs to be set 
up before you can control stock using the Inventory Management 
module. 

Understanding how set up parameters to control the stock 
valuation principle used in ABW. 

Understanding how set up a parameter to control the stock 
processing methods used in ABW. 
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Looking at Logistics requirements 

Before you can use Inventory Management to manage and control stock 
the following Logistics items must be set up in ABW: 

• number types must be defined with treatment codes for: 

• Internal withdrawal (46) – we have IW 

• Goods transfer (48) – we have GT 

• Internal stock (49) – we have IR 

• Stocktaking (50) – we have ST 

• a number series must be defined for numbering invoices and 
orders in the ABW logistics modules which are being used – we 
have ST (Stock Transactions) 

• a number cycle must be registered for each of the relevant 
number series that have been defined 

• unit codes – these define the units in which the product is 
stocked – we have UN (Units) and KG (Kilos) as examples 

• a chart of accounts using the appropriate account rules must be 
defined. Must have a stock control account set up.  Stocked 
goods must be booked to this account and the users will not be 
able to over-ride the stock control account on a transaction. The 
internal number of the account rule, 26 in our case, must be set 
in the system parameter STOCK_ACC_RULE as value. 

• resources responsible for inventory transactions should be 
configured. For the purposes of this course set up the 
Responsible setup as follows: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | System setup | Responsible setup 

 Complete details as shown below 

 

 

• at least one warehouse must be defined. It is also possible to 
define related locations. 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Warehouse 
definition 

Select NTH (Northern Warehouse) and tab to display existing 
definition 
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Click on the 4 - Analysis tab and complete Costc value as ZCCBS 

 

Save 

Select STH (Southern Warehouse) and tab to display existing 
definition. Click on the 4 - Analysis tab and complete Costc value as 
ZCCBS and Save 

• Warehouses are used to record where stocked products are 
physically stored.  

• Locations within each warehouse may be added to sub-divide the 
warehouse.  

• When setting up a stocked product within the Product master file, 
a default stock warehouse and location may be assigned which 
will appear in all stock transaction screens.  

• If defaults are not applied to a product then the warehouse must 
be entered when products are physically received or issued.  
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• relevant product groups must be set up (see section on Setting up 
Product groups)  

• stocked products must be defined by checking the stocked box in 
the stock tab during product set up (see section on Setting up 
Products). 

• Logistics system parameters may be configured as required 
although the standard ‘EN’ system set up will provide an 
operational system 

• Optionally you may set up reason codes 

These allow: 

• Products returned to stock to be valued at a given percentage 
of their original value. 

• It is principally used when products are returned after use on a 
project, and which therefore have a reduced value. 

• By applying a reason code to the transaction ABW will put the 
item(s) into stock at the percentage of full cost value as 
defined by the reason code being used. 

 
IMPORTANT: This will have an effect on the average value of the 
product held in the warehouse to which the items are being returned, 
which will then be applied to all issue transactions for the product from 
that warehouse in future. In this case it may be advisable to maintain a 
separate warehouse specifically for returned goods, where the average 
stock value calculations will not affect the stock held in the 'main' 
warehouse. 
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Setting up the stock valuation principle 

Before you can use the Inventory Management module you need to select 
a stock valuation principle for use within ABW: 

You set up the stock valuation principle by defining a value for a 
STOCK_TYPE parameter in the System parameters – Stock window of the 
Inventory Management module: 

1. Display the System parameters – Stock window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management| Fixed 
registers | System parameters – Stock 

 

  

2. Display the available stock parameters: 

 Press F7 to display a list of the available parameters 

 

 

Parameter name Field for parameter value 

◄ Note:  
NEVER change the 
stock valuation 
principle after it has 
been defined. 
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3. Set the stock valuation method by entering a value in the Value field 
for the STOCK_TYPE parameter. 

The values that you can assign to the STOCK_TYPE parameter are: 

Value Method Description 

F FIFO 
(First In-
First Out) 

When goods are withdrawn, the stock 
value they are given is that of the 
oldest cost price of product in the 
inventory, then the next oldest cost 
price and so on. 

L LIFO 
(Last In-
First Out) 

When goods are withdrawn, the stock 
value they are given is that of the 
newest cost price of product in the 
inventory, then the next newest cost 
price and so on. 

S Standard 
cost  

The stock value of each product is fixed 
(the value is set up in the Product 
master file). 

A Dynamic 
average: 

The stock value of the product is 
calculated from the average value of 
the present stock of that product. 

4. In our example we have set the value to F. 

5. Close the window. 
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Setting up the stock processing method 

ABW performs the following processing whenever a transaction that affects 
stock takes place in any ABW logistics module: 

• physical stock levels are updated 

• the transactions are added to an ABW table to await processing 
by the ALGSPS (ABW Logistics Stock Processing Server) server 
process 

• the ALGSPS server process runs and: 

• processes the transactions  

• generates accounting transactions for further processing by the 
TPS. 

The following system parameters affect the method by which ABW 
processes stock: 

• GL07_ALGSPS – determines if stock transactions are posted 
through either batch input (GL07), or through the AGRTPS.  

• VT_ALGSPS – defines the voucher type that the ALGSPS process 
uses when assigning numbers to the General Ledger transactions 
that are generated by the process. 

You set up the stock processing method by defining a value for the 
GL07_ALGSPS and VT_ALGSPS parameters in the System parameters – 
Stock window of the Inventory Management module: 

1. Display the System parameters – Stock window – as previously: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management| Fixed 
registers | System parameters - Stock 

2. Display the available stock parameters: 

 Press F7 to display a list of the available parameter 

 

3. Select a stock posting method: 

 Select or deselect the On/Off field for the GL07_ALGSPS 
parameter 
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The available settings for the field are: 

• selected – stock transactions are posted through GL07 batch 
input. The Value of the parameter is the report variant for use 
with GL07. If the Value remains blank ABW uses the default 
report variant value from GL07. 

• deselected – stock transactions are processed through the 
AGRTPS. 

4. Define the voucher type that the ALGSPS process uses when 
assigning numbers to the General Ledger transactions: 

 Type a voucher type in the Value field for VT_ALGSPS parameter 

 Select the On/Off field for the parameter 

5. Save the details and close the window. 
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Setting up Product groups 

Every product set up in the Product master file must be linked to a Product 
group.  

A Product group has two functions – to define the default General Ledger 
(GL) analysis for the group (and thus any individual products linked to the 
group) and also to group together products that share similar 
characteristics or purposes, which can then be enquired on per group. 

1. Display the Product groups window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Fixed 
registers | Product groups 

 

Select PRINT from the Product group drop down list and tab to 
display existing product group set up 

Group Tab: 
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• Sale - the default revenue account applied to a line in a sales 
order. Mandatory even when ABW Sales Orders is not installed. 

• Inventory - the stock account to which stocked products are 
charged when purchased. The drop-down box only allows the 
selection of accounts that are defined with the account rule 
quoted as the value for STOCK-ACC-RULE parameter. 

• Tax code - default Tax code for the cost line in a purchase order. 

• Costs - For non-stocked products, this is the default cost account 
to which products are charged when purchased.  

NOTE: This field is used in ABW Sales Orders. When selling stocked 
products, this is the default cost of sales account used when goods are 
dispatched. 

• Consumption – this is the default account when you process an 
Internal Withdrawal Entry.  A suitable account would be a 
relevant expense code could be for example ‘printing and 
stationery’. 

Accounts Tab: 

 

• Production – this is the default account when you process an 
Internal Stock Entry.  A suitable account is harder to define – if 
we are using internal stock entry screen to record opening stock 
balances the code would be ‘Opening stock contra account’, if we 
are recording a correction to stock valuation it would be some 
sort of income account, or expense account to record the 
reduction of cost. If it is a manufacturing environment it would be 
‘production’ account.  The best fit is an other income account for 
training purposes. 

• Waste account – this is the account that will be posted to as a 
result of a stock take. 

• Purch. discrepancy: when stocked products are valued at 
standard cost, this account receives variances from the standard 
cost.  
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NOTE: This course is based on a setup using the first in, first out 
method of stock valuation. 

• Internal order income – where requisitions are raised for internal 
goods/services this account is used for the income. 

• Internal order cost – this account is used as above, but for the 
costs. 

2. Set up the product group PRINT with these values, leaving other 
fields with their existing values: 

 Type 7010 as the Consumption account 

 Type 1015 for the Production account 

 Type 7600 for the Waste account 

3. Save the details 

4. Set up the product group DESK with these values, leaving other 
fields with their existing values: 

 Type 5030 as the Consumption account 

 Type 1015 for the Production account 

 Type 7600 for the Waste account 

5. Save and then close the window.    

 

 

Setting up User Defined Product Information 

This setup step is optional, but if used allows the creation of user defined 
fields to capture additional product information. 

1. Display the Setup user defined product information window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Fixed 
registers | Setup user defined product information 

 Press F7 to display a list of current values 

 

There are a maximum of 12 user defined fields you can 
create; 4 text fields, 4 numeric fields & 4 date fields.  

5. Close the window. 
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Setting up Products 

The Product master file contains information about a product. This is used 
in all Logistics modules and when products are processed with other ABW 
modules. 

Products are set up and amended using the Products window (LG02). The 
window has five tabs and a Tools menu: 

• Product – to view, set up, and maintain the details of products 

• Price – to view and set up prices 

• Stock – to view and set up whether the product is stocked and 
stock-related details 

• Relation – to view, set up, and maintain the relations to products 

• Info – to view and set up the additional user-defined fields. 

 

2. Display the Products window and Retrieve Product PRINTER: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Product 
master file | Products 

Product Tab: 

 

• Order point – Used by the Order Proposal (PO07) in Purchasing 

• Tax code – The default tax code applied to Purchase orders 

• Purchase rule – Used by the Order proposal report to determine 
the appropriate supplier from whom to order replenishment stock 

• SuppID – Default supplier when raising Purchase orders  

• Order discount – determines if the Product is to be included in 
the order discount when registering sales order lines   
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Price Tab: 
 

 

• Purch.price – Default purchase price used in Purchase orders 
[type 80 for the price] 

• Std. cost – Optional, but essential if stocked items are to be 
valued at standard cost (STOCK_TYPE = S) 

Stock Tab: 
 

 

• Directory – A previously created directory may be assigned to 
both stocked and non-stocked products. If a directory is selected 
the “Info” tab will become active.   See below for details of the 
“Info” tab. 

• Warehouse – The default Warehouse assigned to the product  

• Location - The default Location assigned to the product  

• Stocked – check this if product is stocked 
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Relation Tab: 
 

 

This window allows input of valid relational values. Relations to the 
Product attribute must have been set up within ABW Common with valid 
values assigned. They will then be used automatically in the assignment 
of GL posting attributes within Purchase Order (and Sales Order) 
accounting templates. 

 
Info Tab: 
 

 

This window is activated when a Directory is assigned to the product in 
the Stock tab. 

It will display information about serial numbered products that are 
currently in stock or have been stocked. 

3. Save any changes. 

4. Close the window. 
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Product Tools: 

Before a product is saved, the options on the Tools menu are not 
accessible. Once saved and re-opened, up to 12 options are available for 
use in one or more Logistics modules. 

Open Products window and select PRINTER. 

 

Product/Tools/Draft 

 

An unlimited number of text lines can be entered to further describe the 
product. 
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Product/Tools/Text 

 

For each product you can attach special text types and descriptions, in a 
fixed variety of languages. 

 

 

Text Type Function 

Common document 
text 

Displayed when registering purchase orders, sales orders, 
offers and requests.   

Forwarding procedure Accessible in the Goods Dispatch Entry window in ABW Sales 
Orders. 

Free text type 1-8 Shown only when enquiring about a product. 

Information text Description of the product. Shown only on request. 

Purchase order text Used with purchase orders and requests. 

QA Goods deliveries Accessible in the Goods Receipts entry window in ABW 
Purchasing. 

Sales order text The text for sales orders and offers. 

Short text Maximum of 35 characters per line. Default value is the 
product description. 

Subscription text The text for subscriptions. 
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Product/Tools/Purchase price 

 

General or supplier-specific prices can be established for use in Purchase 
Orders. 

Product/Tools/Stock 

 

The Stock command displays an overview of the current stock together 
with the registered purchase and sales transactions that will affect future 
stock levels. 

You can Zoom to a further enquiry giving details of the batches and serial 
numbers that make up the stock balance. 
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Product/Tools/Unit 

 

This window maintains product-specific units. These may be created for 
stocked and non-stocked products, however, are affected by the factor 
value applied. 

Product/Tools/Stock Value 

 

This window is an enquiry showing the average stock value, posted 
quantities and last price paid for all variations of attribute categories 1 & 2. 
The average value displayed in the Stock tab of the Products window is an 
aggregated average for the product. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 2.1: Creating a new warehouse 

Exercise 2.2: Creating a new product group 

Exercise 2.3: Creating a new product 
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Session 3 
Processing Internal Stock 
 

This session provides you with an overview of how the ABW Inventory 
Management module handles the processing of internal stock. 

This session is divided into these demonstrations: 

• receiving internal stock: 

• registering internal stock 

• registering opening stock balances. 

• printing receipts for internal stock entries 

• correcting receipts. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of ABW’s 
internal stock registration support. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding how you register internal stock in ABW. 

Understanding how you register opening stock balances when 
installing ABW. 

Understanding how you print receipts for internal stock entries. 

Understanding how you correct stock receipts which have been 
entered incorrectly. 
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Receiving internal stock 

You can receive internal stock using Inventory Management in ABW to: 

• record all stock receipts that are not handled by the ABW 
Purchasing module 

• register existing stock when first installing ABW in your 
organisation 

• record goods that have been made in a client’s own factory and 
are being transferred to stock 

• record goods which have required revaluation and have already 
been withdrawn at the old value 

• record goods that are being returned after internal use – for 
example on a project or for an exhibition 

• record goods or stock acquired by any means other than a 
purchase order. 

If the Purchasing module is not installed, performing an internal stock 
receipt is the only means by which you can add stock to the ABW system. 

Within ABW, stock-related updates are performed as follows: 

• stock levels are updated each time you make an internal stock 
entry 

• the General Ledger is updated when the ALGSPS and TPS server 
processes run. 

When recording stock you can optionally use a previous stock issue as a 
template for entry of the new stock. Using a template from a previous 
stock issue uses the GL analysis and stock value from the previous stock 
for the current stock entry. 

All internal stock receipts are made using the Internal Stock Receipts 
window. 

NOTE: Check you have the following set up: 

1. A number series IR for Internal order entry: 
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2. A number type IR to connect to the number series for Internal order 
entry: 

 

3. There is an open number cycle: 

 

 

Registering internal stock 

1. Display the Internal Stock Receipts window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
stock | Internal stock entry 

 

The following are the key fields that you use for registering stock: 

• Period – the accounting period when the items were registered, a 
valid period which is defined in the Period maintenance window in 
ABW Common 

• Responsible – a person with invoice authorisation responsibility 

• Date – date of the stock entry 

• Stock Tr.No – a stock transaction number, only used if a 
previously registered transaction is being used as a template for 
this stock registration 

• Text - optional text used as item text for the General Ledger item 
that generated by ALGSPS. 

The following are the key table fields that you use for registering the 
details of stock: 
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• Product – a product number 

• Template – a previously saved GL analysis, if used 

• Description – the product description 

• Warehouse – the warehouse where the stock entered 

• Location – location within the warehouse 

• Batch – a batch identifier for the stock being registered (only 
needed if the stocked product has the batch field checked) 

• Date/Date from/Date to – the date, and the dates from and to, if 
the batch has a time limit 

• Serial No – a product serial number (used only if the product is 
divided into serial numbers) 

• Unit – the unit of the stocked product 

• Average val – the stock value per product (the product’s standard 
cost is the default if using standard costing; for the training client 
A1, FIFO costing method is used so no value will default in) 

• Number – the number of units entered into the inventory 

• Reason code – an optional code that determines the value of any 
stock being returned to inventory  

• Available – the available amount in stock 

• Amount – the total value of the entry line (= Average val x 
Number). 

2. Enter the stock details. 

3. Display the stock entry options: 

 Select Tools 

 

Note: ► 
You may need to 
select View options 
from the File menu 
to show additional 
fields. 

 

Note: ► 
You may need to 
select View options 
from the File menu 
to show additional 
fields. 
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The available options are: 

• Template – to set up a GL Analysis template that can be used for 
all lines in the stock entry. A GL Analysis states how the product 
costs are to be posted in the General Ledger after the ALGSPS 
has processed the transactions. 

• Line analysis – to set up a GL Analysis template that can be used 
for an individual line in the stock entry (for example when 
splitting the allocation between cost centres) 

• Stock – to display an enquiry window that indicates the current 
stock level of the product to be entered in the stated warehouse 
and location (you can also use this window to enquire about 
other products and warehouses using advanced search). 

4. Save the details, and then close the window. 

 

Registering opening stock balances 

When installing ABW Inventory Management you can use the Internal 
Stock Receipts window to enter existing stock values into the system as 
follows: 

1. Define the products in the Products window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Product 
master file | Products 

 

 

 Define the products 

 Close the window 
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2. Display the Warehouse definition window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Warehouse 
definition 

 

 Register the warehouse, and locations if required, and GL Analysis 

 Close the window 

3. Display the Internal Stock Receipts window – as before: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
stock | Internal stock entry 

4. Enter the stock as an internal stock entry and: 

• state the correct warehouse/location of the products 

• enter the stock value of the products in the Average val field: 

 

 

• optionally register a single product with different unit values in 
different transactions (if you have selected either the LIFO or 
FIFO inventory evaluation principle) 

Average val field defines the stock value of the product 
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• Enter first the oldest items of a product and then register the 
remaining units chronologically. This should be done to ensure 
that the stock transactions are in accordance with the selected 
inventory evaluation principle. 

• Save the details. 

 

Printing receipts for internal stock entries 

You can use the ST03 Internal stock printout facility in Inventory 
Management to produce a report of stock transactions, along with related 
GL accounting values. 

When you run the ST03 process you generate a printed receipt for internal 
stock entries. This consists of a field with general information related to the 
transaction, and individual rows that list the products with quantity and GL 
analysis information. 

If necessary, you can use parameters to configure the report for your 
requirements, for example to: 

• print the report for one or more internal stock entries  

• limit the product lines that you want included on each receipt 

• set up special versions of the report for your data requirements. 

You print receipts for internal stock entries using the ST03 Internal stock 
printout window. 

1. Display the ST03 Internal stock printout window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
stock | Internal stock printout 
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The following are the key fields that you use for generating a stock 
entry receipt: 

• Order number from / to – a range of order numbers that you 
want to include in the report 

• Period from / to – a period range that you want to include in the 
report 

• Date from / to – a range of dates that you want to include in the 
report 

• Number types stock entry – the transaction type of an entry 

• Stock – the warehouse for an entry 

• Product – to limit the line level on which products are included 

• Product relation – the relation of a product 

• Relational value – a relational value of the relation 

• Account – the account for which product lines are to be included 

• Category – the limitation in the specified category of the GL 
analysis of the included product lines 

• Sort – the order in which you want items on the report printed: 
 
1 = Transaction Number 
2 = Warehouse 
3 = Auth Responsibility 
4 = User ID of the person in charge. 

2. Enter the report parameters. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Display the report. A typical example of a printed stock entry receipt 
is: 
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Correcting receipts 

You can correct stock receipts which have been entered via Inventory 
Management to resolve posting errors that may occur, for example if the 
wrong quantity has been entered for a product, or if a complete transaction 
has been posted to the wrong cost centre. 

Typical examples where you may need to correct a receipt are: 

• the quantity which was entered when receiving stock in 
Inventory Management was too low (i.e. the stock quantity 
registered is less than it should be) 

• the quantity which was entered when receiving stock in 
Inventory Management was too high (i.e. the stock quantity 
registered is more than it should be) 

• a stock entry transaction has been posted to the incorrect 
accounting analysis code. 

 

Correcting a stock quantity receipt that is too low 

You can use the Internal Stock Receipts window to correct a stock quantity 
receipt where the stock quantity that has been registered is less than it 
should be. 

1. Display the Internal Stock Receipts window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
 stock | Internal stock entry 

2. Enter the additional stock details by completing an additional line for 
the product with the ‘extra’ quantity (so that the total of the two 
stock entries equals the actual quantity of stock). 

3. Save the details, then close the window. 
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Correcting a stock quantity receipt that is too high 

You can use the Internal Withdrawals window to correct a stock quantity 
receipt where the stock quantity that has been registered is greater than it 
should be (i.e. the stock entered is more than the actual stock). 

When you correct a withdrawal using this method: 

• the stock level is updated automatically after the withdrawal is 
saved 

• you cannot amend a withdrawal that has been saved. 

1. Display the Internal Withdrawals window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
withdrawal | Withdrawal entry 

 

2. Reverse the over booked receipt quantity: 

 Type the transaction date in the Date field 

 Type the product code of the product that you want to withdraw 
in the Product field 

 Apply the same accounting analysis as the original entry 

 Type the batch or serial number of the products that you want to 
withdraw in the Batch or SerialNo fields (only if the product is split 
into batches or serial numbers) 

 Type the number of stock units that you want to withdraw in the 
Number field (this must be equal to 1 if the product is divided into 
serial numbers). For example, if 100 items of a stock product 
have been registered instead of 10, enter a difference of 90 for 
the withdrawal transaction. 

3. Save the details: 

 Select Data | Save (or press F12) 

If you have selected a number series with automatic number 
allocation, the stock transaction number is allocated automatically. 
With manual number assignment you must allocate a stock 
transaction number to the stock withdrawal. 
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Correcting a stock entry transaction posted to the wrong 
accounting code 

You can correct a stock quantity receipt where the stock entry transaction 
has been posted to the incorrect accounting analysis code using these 
windows in Inventory Management: 

• Internal Withdrawals window - to reverse the entire document by 
entering each product and quantity exactly as receipted 

• Internal Stock Receipts window – to re-enter the receipt 
correctly. 

It is important that you use the correct account codes during this 
procedure. When you use the Internal Stock Withdrawal window to reverse 
an incorrect or overbooked receipt you may have to change the default 
account code applied from the Consumption field in the Product group to 
the correct account normally applied from the Production field. 

1. Display the Internal Withdrawals window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
withdrawal | Withdrawal entry 

2. Reverse the entire document by entering each product and quantity 
exactly as receipted. 

3. Save the details and close the window. 

4. Display the Internal Stock Receipts window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
stock | Internal stock entry 

5. Re-enter the stock receipt details, using the correct accounting code. 

6. Save the details, then close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 3.1: Registering stock 

Exercise 3.2: Printing a receipt for internal stock entry 
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Session 4 
Managing 
Internal Withdrawals 
 

This session describes the facilities in ABW Inventory Management for 
managing internal withdrawals of product from stock. 

This session is divided into these demonstrations: 

• withdrawing products from stock (stock issues) 

• printing receipts for stock withdrawals 

• correcting withdrawals. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
you manage internal withdrawals of product from stock using the Inventory 
Management facilities in ABW. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding how Inventory Management handles withdrawals of 
product from stock. 

Understanding how to record a product withdrawal from stock (a 
stock issue). 

Understanding how to print a receipt for stock withdrawals. 

Understanding how to correct errors made when recording a 
product withdrawal from stock. 
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Withdrawing products from stock (stock issues) 

You can use ABW Inventory Management to record internal withdrawals 
which are not handled by the sales order system. If the ABW Sales Orders 
module is installed, all external customer issues are handled by the sales 
order system. If the Sales Orders module is not installed, performing a 
product withdrawal is the only means of reducing stock. 

You typically use the internal withdrawals facility to issue stock to other 
parts of the organisation, for example when: 

• goods require revaluation and will be withdrawn at the old value 
and re-entered at the new value 

• goods are being taken for internal use – such as for a project, or 
an exhibition 

• goods are disposed of by any means other than a sales order. 

You use the Internal Withdrawals window in ABW to manage all aspects of 
recording products which are withdrawn from stock. 

 

When you use the Internal Withdrawals window to record a withdrawal of 
product from stock you should be aware that: 

• you cannot change the Average value indicated on the 
transaction, as this is derived from the current value held against 
each product record. It is for information only – if your valuation 
method is say FIFO the system will record the FIFO valuation. 

• Reason codes are not applicable to stock issues 

• the stock level is updated automatically after the withdrawal is 
saved (the default account to be debited is taken from the 
Consumption field of the associated Product group). 
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NOTE: Check you have the following set up: 

1. A number series IW for Internal order withdrawal: 

 

2. A number type IW to connect to the number series for Internal 
order withdrawal: 

 

3. There is an open number cycle: 

 

Registering an internal withdrawal 

1. Display the Internal Withdrawals window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
withdrawal | Withdrawal entry 

The following are the key fields that you use for recording a 
withdrawal from stock: 

• Period – the accounting period when the items were registered, a 
valid period which is defined in the Period maintenance window in 
ABW Common 

• Product - the name of the product that you want to withdraw 
from the warehouse 

• Templ. - the GL Analysis template that you want to use for the 
withdrawal 

• Warehouse – the warehouse from which stock is to be withdrawn 

• Location - the location within the warehouse (can be left blank) 

• SerialNo - the serial number of the product (this must be entered 
if the product is split into serial numbers) 

• Batch – the product batch (this must be entered if the product is 
split into batches) 
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• Date - the date of the batch 

• Number - the number of units that you want withdrawn 

• Average val - the average stock value of the product (the value 
in this field always displays the average stock value, the real 
value is determined by the set up of the STOCK_TYPE parameter) 

• Date from/to - the period for which the batch is valid (if the batch 
has a time limitation) 

• Available - the number of available units in the combination of 
warehouse/location that you select 

• Amount - the number of units multiplied by the average stock 
value. 

2. Record a stock withdrawal: 

 Type DESK in the Product field and tab 

 When registering the 1st line, a Line analysis window opens to 
enter the GL analysis: 

 

  

 Save the GL analysis and complete the remaining fields, for 
example: 

 

 

3. Save the details, then close the window. 

Note: ► 
Default account 
retrieved from 
product group 
associated with the 
product. 

GL analysis can also 
be set up using the 
Template and Line 
analysis 
commands. 

 

Note: ► 
You may need to 
select View options 
from the File menu 
to show additional 
fields. 
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Printing receipts for stock withdrawals 

You can use the ST03 Internal withdrawal printout facility in Inventory 
Management to produce a report of stock withdrawals, with a field 
containing general information related to the transaction, and individual 
rows that list the products with quantity and GL analysis information. 

When necessary, you can use parameters to configure the report for your 
requirements, for example to: 

• print the report for one or more stock withdrawals 

• limit the product lines that you want included on each receipt 

• set up special versions of the report for your data requirements. 

 

1. Display the ST03 Internal withdrawal printout window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
withdrawal| Internal withdrawal printout 

 

The following are the key fields that you use for generating a stock 
withdrawal receipt: 

• Order number from / to – a range of order numbers that you 
want to include in the report 

• Period from / to – a period that you want to include in the report 
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• Date from / to – a range of dates that you want to include in the 
report 

• Trans. Type Withd/Prod - Number types stock entry – the 
number type of a withdrawal 

• Stock – the warehouse for the withdrawal 

• Product – to limit the line level on which products are included 

• Product relation – the relation of a product 

• Relational value – a relational value of the relation 

• Account – the limit to which product lines are to be included 

• Category – the limitation in the specified category of the GL 
analysis of the included product lines 

• Sort – the order in which you want the items on the report 
printed: 
 
1 = Transaction Number 
2 = Warehouse 
3 = Invoice authorisation responsibility 
4 = User ID person in charge. 

2. Enter the report parameters. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Display the report. 
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Correcting withdrawals 

You can correct errors made when a product withdrawal from stock is 
recorded, to resolve stock withdrawal errors that may occur, for example if 
the wrong quantity has been entered when withdrawing a product, or if a 
withdrawal transaction has been posted to the wrong cost centre. 

Typical examples where you may need to correct a product withdrawal are: 

• the quantity which was entered when withdrawing the product in 
Inventory Management was too low (i.e. the product quantity 
withdrawn is less than it should be) 

• the quantity which was entered when withdrawing the product in 
Inventory Management was too high (i.e. the product quantity 
withdrawn is more than it should be) 

• a product withdrawal transaction has been posted to the incorrect 
accounting analysis code. 

 

Correcting a product quantity withdrawal that is too low 

You can correct a withdrawal error where the quantity entered during 
withdrawal of the product in Inventory Management was too low. 

1. Display the Internal Withdrawals window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
withdrawal | Withdrawal entry 

2. Enter an additional line for the product with a quantity equal to the 
balance of the product that should have been withdrawn (the ‘extra’ 
quantity of the ‘additional’ product means that the total product 
stock then equals the actual quantity of product stock). 

3. Save the details, then close the window. 
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Correcting a product quantity withdrawal that is too high 

You can correct a withdrawal error where the quantity entered during 
withdrawal of the product in Inventory Management was too high: 

1. Display the Internal Stock Receipts window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
stock | Internal stock entry 

2. Reverse the over booked receipt quantity: 

 Type the transaction date in the Date field 

 Type the product code of the product that you require in the 
Product field 

 Apply the same accounting analysis as the earlier withdrawal 

 Type the batch or serial number of the products that you want to 
reverse in the Batch or SerialNo fields (only if the product is split 
into batches or serial numbers) 

 Type the number of product units that you want to reverse in the 
Number field (this must be equal to 1 if the product is divided into 
serial numbers).  

 For example, if 100 items of a product have been withdrawn 
instead of 10, enter a difference of 90. 

3. Save the details, then close the window. 
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Correcting a product withdrawal transaction posted to the wrong 
accounting code 

You can correct a product quantity withdrawal where the transaction has 
been posted to the incorrect accounting analysis code using these windows 
in Inventory Management: 

• Internal Stock Receipts window - to reverse the entire document 
by entering each product and quantity exactly as originally issued 

• Internal Withdrawals window – to re-enter the issue correctly. 

It is important that you use the correct account codes during this 
procedure. When you use the Internal Stock Receipts window to reverse an 
incorrect or overbooked issue you may have to change the default account 
code applied from the Consumption field in the Product group to the correct 
account normally applied from the Production field. 

1. Display the Internal Stock Receipts window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
stock | Internal stock entry 

2. Reverse the entire document by entering each product and quantity 
exactly as issued. 

3. Save the details and close the window. 

4. Display the Internal Withdrawals window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal 
withdrawal | Withdrawal entry 

5. Re-enter the stock issue details, using the correct accounting code. 

6. Save the details, then close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 4.1: Internal withdrawals 

Exercise 4.2: Printing a report for internal stock withdrawal 
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Session 5 
Managing 
Stock Movements & Transfers 
 

This session describes how you manage movements and transfers of stock 
in ABW, and covers: 

• an overview of stock movement & transfer 

• performing a stock movement / transfer 

• enquiring on stock transactions. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
you use ABW to manage data on stock movements and transfers. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding ABW facilities for stock movement and transfer. 

Understanding how to record details of a stock movement or 
transfer. 

Understanding how to enquire on stock transactions which are 
created when a product is physically moved. 
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An overview of stock movement & transfer 

Inventory Management includes stock movement and transfer facilities 
which provide this functionality within ABW: 

• movement of stocked products between warehouses and/or 
locations within warehouses 

• automatic update of stock levels in each warehouse/location 
when a movement/transfer transaction is completed and saved 

• automatic debit and credit of stock account sub-analysis 
categories with the cost value of the stock being transferred, if a 
warehouse transfer takes place and each warehouse has a 
different GL analysis 

• options for these stock movement/transfer types 

• warehouse to warehouse 

• location to location within a warehouse. 
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Performing a stock movement / transfer 

You use the Warehouse Transfers window in ABW to perform movements 
and transfers of stock between warehouses and/or locations.  

The process is: 

• use the Warehouse Transfers window to record details of a stock 
movement or transfer in ABW 

• save the details to update the stock levels in ABW, and to 
generate a stock transaction number. 

1. Display the Warehouse Transfers window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Stock 
movement 

 

The following are the key fields that you use for recording a stock 
movement: 

• Wareh. from – the warehouse from which the product is being 
moved 

• Wareh. to – the warehouse to which the product is being moved 

• Product - the product code of the product being moved 

• Description - a description of the product being moved 

• Batch - the batch number, if the product is split into batches 

• SerialNo - the serial number, if the product has been assigned 
serial numbers 

• Loc. from - the location within the warehouse from which the 
product is being moved 

• Loc. to - the location within the warehouse to which the product 
is being moved 

• Unit - the base unit of the product 

• Average val – the average value of the units of the product which 
is being moved 

• Number - the number being moved (the default value is the 
number in stock). 

Note:  
You may need to 
select View options 
from the File menu 
to show additional 
fields. 
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2. Record the warehouse movement details: 

 Select NTH for the Wareh. from value 

 Select STH for the Wareh. to value 

3. Record the product details: 

 Type DESK in the filter row and press F7 to display details of the 
available products 

 Details of the products registered in the warehouse are displayed, 
for example: 

 

 Enter 2 in the number of products to be moved in the Number 
 field. 

 You cannot move more products from the warehouse than the 
 number in stock. A message is displayed if the number you 
 attempt to move exceeds the number in stock. 

4. Save the details: 

 Select Data | Save 

ABW automatically updates stock levels in the source and destination 
warehouses, and a transaction number is automatically generated 
and displayed. 

5. Acknowledge the transaction number message: 

 Click OK 
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Enquiring on stock transactions 

You can use the Stock transactions facility in Inventory Management to 
enquire on stock transactions which are created when a product is 
physically moved - either internally or by receipt/despatch. Only goods that 
have been received / delivered are displayed for products not in stock. 

1. Display the Stock transaction enquiry window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Enquiries | 
 Stock transactions 

An Enquiry window is displayed to allow you to specify parameters: 

 

2. Specify the enquiry parameters: 

 Enter Product DESK 

3. Display the enquiry: 

 Click OK 

 

4. Close the window. 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.1: Performing a stock movement 

Exercise 5.2: Enquiring on a stock movement transaction 
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Session 6 
Managing 
Warehouse Orders 
 

This session introduces you to the ways in which you can use ABW to 
manage warehouse orders, and covers: 

• about warehouse orders 

• producing a picking list report 

• registering goods dispatched to customers 

• producing a dispatch note. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of 
warehouse order processing in ABW. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding warehouse orders. 

Understanding how to produce a picking list report. 

Understanding how to register goods dispatched to customers. 

Understanding how you can print a dispatch note to inform the 
customer what goods they are receiving. 
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About warehouse orders 

A warehouse order is used where an internal requisitioner requests goods 
that are a normally stocked product for the organisation. From an 
inventory point of view, a warehouse order is like a sales order because 
products are taken out of stock. Instead of a dispatch to a customer, goods 
are despatched internally to the requisitioner. 

A warehouse order in Inventory Management has similar menu options to 
the Goods dispatched entry menu in Sales Orders. 

 

Raising a requisition 

Requisitions may be raised either in ABW Self Service or Smart Client. 

There a number of windows to enter a Requisition depending on the details 
needed. For the purpose of this course we are going to use one method of 
requisition entry, but more detail on requisition entry, amending and 
copying requisitions is covered on the Purchasing course. 

Requisition Entry 

1. Display the Requisition entry in ABW Self Service: 

 Select Procurement | Requisitions | Requisitions - standard  

 

The fields in the window are: 

• Requisitioner - the resource name associated with the logged in 
user profile.  

• Delivery date - the desired delivery date for products included in 
the requisition. If left blank this will default to today’s date on 
saving. 
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• Delivery contact – Select the required delivery address. 

• Period - the current requisition posting period (usually current 
accounting period) 

• External ref – free text may be entered here and transferred to 
the External Ref field on the purchase order. 

• SupplierID – enter the supplier id or use Field help to identify the 
supplier. 

• Fixed supplier – if ticked the selected supplier will be applied 
automatically to all rows on this requisition. 

• Product – enter the product code or use Field help  to search 
the Product master file to find the product. 

• Once the product has been selected the following will default but 
may be overwritten: 

• Description 

• Unit 

• Price 

• Account – this will default from the product group. 

• Attributes- will display according to the account code selected. 

• If the cost is to be split between several cost centres then this 
may be recorded using the Split row option under GL Analysis. 

 

Enter the following requisition example: 

• Product: PRINTER 

• Supp.id : 5001 

• Unit:  1 

• Cost Centre: EIT - IT Department 

• Save requisition. 
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Performing requisition enquiries 

You can perform enquiries on the status of requisitions. 

Enquiries may be run from either Smart client or Self Service. 

The enquiries available within Smart client are: 

• Open purchase requisitions 

• Requisition 

• Requisition details 

• Workflow enquiry – Requisitions (if Workflow has been set up.  
Note - in training client A1 requisition workflow is parked) 

1. In ABW Smart Client, open the Requisition enquiry window: 

  Select AGRESSO Logistics | Purchasing | Requisitions |Enquiries | 
Requisitions. 

 

This enquiry window allows you to view your requisition. 

2. The enquiries available within Self Service are: 

• Own requisitions 

• All requisitions 

• Workflow enquiry – Requisitions (if Workflow has been set up.   
Note - in training client A1 requisition workflow is parked) 
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3. To access these enquiries: 

 Select Procurement | Requisitions | Own requisitions 

An example of  the screen print would be: 

 

4. By default this will display all the requisitions that you have raised 
however it is possible to filter the list by entering criteria under the 
appropriate column heading and selecting the Search button. 

5. If you wish to view all requisitions that have been raised:  

  Select Procurement | Requisitions | All requisitions 

6. This enquiry can be filtered in the same way as described earlier. 
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Convert a requisition into a warehouse order 

Responsible Setup  

The functionality offered in this screen can vary according to how your 
purchase orders are created. Some purchasing parameters may also effect 
how you wish to use this screen.   

During the purchase order process different staff can be identified as the 
order approver, the order requestor and order imputer on an order.  These 
roles are defined using the Responsible setup window.  

For the purposes of this course, we will use a simple set up as follows (in 
order to demonstrate the functionality we need to use here): 

1. Display the Responsible setup window: 

 Select Agresso Common | System setup | Responsible setup 

 

2. Define Responsible set up using the following fields: 

 Select Procurement roles as the Responsible type 

 Select accountable as the first responsibility. 

 Select SUPER as the role 

3. Enter details for responsible with Role as SUPER 

4. Enter details for responsible2 with Role as SUPER 

5. Save the details. 

6. Close the window. 

NOTE: This set up is covered in detail in the Purchasing course. 
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Transferring a requisition to a warehouse order 

• Requisition transfer proposal (PO19) server process 

• The way it processes is determined by the setting of the system 
parameter PO_REQ_PROP, which may have one of four values: 

Value Definition 
0 All requisitions will be processed automatically with no user 

intervention. 

1 All requisitions will be inserted into the table APOREQPROP where 
they may be viewed/amended before running the PO18 
Confirmation report to generate the order. 

2 All requisitions for non-stocked products will be intercepted, but 
stocked products will continue to be processed into warehouse 
orders automatically. 

3 All requisitions will be processed automatically with no user 
intervention. Except where the product is classified as a ‘dummy’ 
product (i.e. the Dummy flag is checked in the Product master file) 

• Where PO19 outputs records to the maintenance table 
APOREQPROP the confirmation report PO18 must be run to finally 
transfer the order. 

1. Display the PO19 Requisition transfer proposal window: 

 Select Agresso Logistics | Purchasing | Requisitions | Requisition 
transfer | Requisition transfer proposal 
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2. Select the appropriate parameters and Save. 

• Consider the last date of delivery as ABW will only transfer 
requisitions with a delivery date equal to or less than the one 
entered. 

3. Display the PO23 Transfer proposal maintenance window: 

 Select Agresso Logistics | Purchasing | Requisitions | Requisition 
transfer | Transfer proposal maintenance 

 

4. Search for and select the requisition that you want. 

5. Amend the details of the requisition on the row, if required. Save 
the details. 

6. Display the PO18 Requisition transfer confirmation window: 

 Select Agresso Logistics | Purchasing | Requisitions | Requisition 
transfer | Requisition transfer confirmation 

 

A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the 
requisition to transfer. 

7. Enter the parameters. 

8. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 
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Producing a picking list report 

You produce a picking list report using the ST10 Picking list window. 

Picking lists can be manually printed for warehouse orders. When a picking 
list is run, available stock is classified as Reserved and removed from 
Available in the stock balance. The picking list process will reserve stock up 
to the quantity ordered, the exact quantity reserved being dependent on 
how much stock is currently available. The reserved quantity is printed on 
the picking list. If no stock is available, the order line is not printed on the 
picking list. When new goods are later entered into stock, a new picking list 
showing the stocked products may be ordered.  

1. Display the ST10 Picking list window: 

  Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Warehouse 
orders | Picking list 

 

A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the incomplete 
orders. 

 

1. Enter the parameters. 

2. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

3. Display the report. 

4. Check that a reservation has been performed using the Stock level 
enquiry. 
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A stocked product can be registered in ABW as stored in a number of 
locations. ABW decides which stock to reserve in this order: 

• if warehouse / location / batch values were entered on the order 
line, stock is reserved in this specific combination 

• if only the warehouse was entered on the order line, stock in all 
this warehouse’s locations are checked for availability 

• if no warehouse was entered on the order line, the default 
warehouse on the product is used first or, if no default is 
specified, all warehouse / location combinations are checked for 
availability. 

 

Registering goods dispatched internally 

You can register goods dispatched to customers using the Internal Goods 
Deliveries window.  

1. Display the Internal Goods Deliveries window: 

 Select  AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Warehouse 
orders | Goods dispatched entry 

 

2. Enter a goods dispatch for the order you have created. 

 Type your warehouse ID and order number 

If happy to dispatch these goods, save 

3. Perform an enquiry on the current stock levels for the products being 
dispatched: 

 Select Tools | Stock 
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You can split one line into two lines. This allows the delivery to be 
registered against different warehouses / locations / batches. 

To do this: 

• select the line to be split 

• select Tools | Split line 

You can repeat this process several times if a product is taken from 
several sources 

Ensure you have saved after making the above decisions 

4. Check the General Ledger for the details of the dispatch. 

For stocked products, a dispatch generates an accounting transaction 
that charges cost of goods sold and credits stock. This is 
automatically calculated and posted by the ABW Logistics Stock 
Processing Server (ALGSPS). The product cost is calculated 
automatically according to which stock value calculation method is 
used (FIFO, LIFO, etc.).  
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Producing a dispatch note 

You can print a dispatch note to inform the customer what goods he is 
receiving using the Dispatch note window. The report does not update any 
values and can be run more than once for a dispatch. 

You can also run a dispatch note from the Internal Goods Deliveries 
window using the Tools | Dispatch note option. 

1. Display the Dispatch note window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management| Warehouse 
orders | Dispatch note 

 

A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the dispatch.  

2. Enter the parameters. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Display the report. 
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Session 7 
Managing Stocktaking 
 

This section of the training describes how you use ABW for stocktaking and 
covers:  

• an overview of the stocktaking process in ABW 

• generating a Stocktake entry printout 

• recording counted stock 

• performing stock take entry enquiries 

• posting stocktaking entries. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
you manage stocktaking using the Inventory Management facilities in ABW. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the stocktaking process in ABW. 

Understanding how to create a stocktake entry printout. 

Understanding how to record a count of stock in ABW 

Understanding how to perform an enquiry of stock take information 
you have recorded in ABW 

Understanding how to post stocktake details to update stock 
accounts and stock levels. 
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An overview of the stocktaking process in ABW 

From time to time stock in the warehouse needs to be agreed with the 
quantities which are recorded in ABW, and if goods have gone missing or 
are damaged, corrective entries need to be made. 

There are three main stages to the ABW stocktaking process: 

1. Request a Stocktake entry printout (ST01), based upon selected 
parameters of stock products that you want included in the printout. 

This printout (or control list) produces a list that stock-checkers use 
when physically counting stock in the warehouse. Space is provided 
in the list to record quantities which have been counted. 

2. After stock has been counted record the counted stock quantities 
using the Stocktake entry menu. 

This Stocktaking (LG27 / ST09) window also shows the quantity that 
is registered in ABW, along with any difference. If a difference exists, 
a GL Analysis for the gain or loss must be set up. 

3. Run the ABW Stocktake entry posting (ST09) process to send the 
difference transactions to the ALGSPS server for subsequent update 
of the General Ledger. 

Stock levels are adjusted on each product, and an accounting 
transaction is posted to the account defined in the Waste field (see 
the section on Product groups). The Stocktake entry printout control 
list is removed, preventing any further action to this particular stock 
take process. 
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Generating a Stocktake entry printout 

The first stage in the ABW stocktaking process is to create a Stocktake 
entry printout to generate a control list that stock checkers use when 
counting stock in warehouses. 

NOTE: the following about this printout: 

• a Stocktake entry printout includes a reference number which is 
assigned automatically by ABW, and which must be entered later 
when you record the counted stock quantities using the 
Stocktaking window (LG27 / ST09) 

• you must ALWAYS run this process in ABW before stock counting 
starts 

• after the Stocktake entry printout (ST01) has been run, there 
should be no further withdrawals from stock or entries into stock 
that day. If further entries are made, they will not be updated to 
stock. 

• a blind stocktake parameter is available when you generate the 
printout to allow you to determine if the current registered stock 
level is to be included in the printout 

• if hand held terminals are used for stock taking, you can 
generate an export file of the check list instead of a printout, and 
transfer the file to the hand held terminal. 
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You create a Stocktake entry printout by running the ST01 server process. 

1. Display the Stocktake entry printout window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Stocktaking 
| Stocktake entry printout 

 

The following are the key fields that you use for generating a 
Stocktake entry printout: 

• Product group – the product group that is to be counted 

• Product – the products that are to be counted 

• Product relation – the attribute related to the product 

• Relational value – the relation value linked to the product which 
you can use to select the products to be counted (it can be used 
to count according to ABC classification) 

• Warehouse – the  warehouse to be checked 

• Location – the  location to be checked 

• Batch – the  batches to be checked (only applies to products split 
into batches) 

• Serial number – the serial numbers to be checked (only applies 
to products assigned serial numbers) 

• Period – the accounting period in which a possible difference is to 
be registered 
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• Number type – the number type of the stocktake, this must have 
treatment code 50 (stocktake), and be set up in the Number 
types window 

• Sort - the sort order of the items that you want on the printout, 
the options are: 

o Product,wareh,loc,lot 

o Wareh,loc,product,lot 

• Blind stocktake – if deselected the calculated number is added to 
the list, if selected the registered stock value is not given in the 
list. 

2. Enter the report parameters. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Display the report.  
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Recording counted stock 

The second stage in the ABW stocktaking process is to record stock 
quantities after stock has been counted in the warehouse. 

You record counted stock quantities using the Stocktaking window as 
follows: 

• enter the control list number generated by Stocktake entry 
printout process 

• specify the transaction date of any differences in the Trans. date 
field 

• retrieve the product list 

• if a number of counted units differs from the real quantity, record 
the real quantity (a window is then displayed to enter the GL 
Analysis for this difference in quantity) 

• save the details to finish and update the calculated figures in the 
check list file. 

You can recall the Control list any number of times to continue recording 
stocktake quantities until you want to run the ST09 Stocktake entry 
posting process. 

1. Display the Stocktaking window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Stocktaking 
| Stocktake entry  

 

The following are the key fields for recording stocktake details: 

• Control list – the reference from the Stocktake entry printout 

• Trans date – the date of any differences 

• table search field– allows you to search for the product list you 
require 

• Qty counted – the real quantity of counted units. 

• The system then creates entries in the columns No of dev. 
(numerical difference – can be plus or minus), and Dev.amount, 
which is the value of any difference identified 
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2. Enter the reference from the Stocktake entry printout: 

 Type the reference in the Control list field 

3. Enter the transaction date of any differences: 

 Type the date in the Trans. date field 

4. The product list is displayed (information displayed as soon as you 
tab out of Control list field). 

The value of the Qty counted field is automatically set to the number 
in the check list. 

5. Enter the difference details: 

 Type the number of counted units in the Qty counted field.   Enter 
 88 against WIDGETS in the NTH warehouse i.e. a surplus of 1. 

A window is displayed for entering the difference in the GL Analysis.   
Enter cost centre as CBBS. 

 

 

6. Complete the registration: 

 Select Data | Save (or press F12) 

The calculated figures are updated in the check list file. 

This stocktake entry printout is available for further amendment (if 
required), prior to running the Stocktake entry posting (ST09) server 
process to update stock accounts and stock levels, and to post the new 
data in the General Ledger. 
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Performing stock take entry enquiries 

You can use the Enquiries stocktake entry window to analyse actual stock 
values and calculated stock values, before stock levels and stock accounts 
are updated by the ABW ST09 Stocktake entry posting process. 

1. Display the Enquiries stocktake entry window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Stocktaking 
| Enquiries stocktake entry  

 

You can use this window to: 

• view the results of a stocktake 

• perform an interim enquiry into a particular product or group of 
products 

• display the total variances recorded for each product counted, 
with percentage deviation values calculated. 

2. Close the window. 
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Posting stocktaking entries 

The third stage in the ABW stocktaking process is to run the Stocktake 
entry posting (ST09) server process to update stock accounts and stock 
levels, and to post the new data in the General Ledger. 

When you run the ST09 process, ABW: 

• creates stock movement transactions for each stock gain or loss 

• generates the required General Ledger transactions for the TPS 
to post to the stock and waste accounts. 

Be aware that after the ST09 process has successfully run, the stock take 
Control list is deleted from the system, and that you can no longer work on 
- or enquire into - the list. 

1. Display the Stocktake entry posting window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Stocktaking 
| Stocktake entry posting 

 

The following are the key parameters for the stocktake posting 
processing: 

• Control list – the reference on the check list generated by the 
Stocktake printout report 

• Transaction date – the date the transaction was registered 

• Period - the accounting period. 

2. Enter the processing parameters (e.g. the control list reference). 

3. Run the process: 

 Select Data | Save (or press F12) 
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4. Perform a General Ledger enquiry to view the transactions: 

 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 7.1: Generating a stocktake entry printout 

Exercise 7.2: Registering a stock discrepancy 

Exercise 7.3: Performing a stocktake entry enquiry 

Exercise 7.4: Posting stocktaking entries 

Exercise 7.5: Performing a General Ledger enquiry on stock transactions 
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Session 8 
Reconciling Stock 
 

This section of the training describes  

• an overview of stock reconciliation in ABW 

• producing a stock reconciliation summary 

• producing a stock reconciliation detailed analysis. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
stock reconciliation facilities in ABW. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the stock reconciliation reports and enquiry 
facilities in ABW. 

Understanding how you produce a stock reconciliation summary 
report in ABW. 

Understanding how you produce a stock reconciliation detailed 
analysis.  
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An overview of stock reconciliation in ABW 

You can use the stock reconciliation reports and enquiry facilities in ABW to 
display information on: 

• Logistics stock transactions that haven’t been processed correctly 
in the General Ledger 

• transactions on the stock accounts from sources other than 
Logistics (e.g. in Financials, directly into the General Ledger). 

The reconciliation process in ABW is in two parts: 

1. Produce a Stock reconciliation summary report of any discrepancies 
found between the two transaction tables, optionally updating a table 
that can be displayed in the Stock reconciliation enquiry window. 

2. Produce a Stock reconciliation detailed analysis report of any stock 
account where a discrepancy has been highlighted in the first report. 
This prints a transaction-by-transaction breakdown to assist you 
identify the cause of the discrepancy. 
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Producing a stock reconciliation summary 

You can produce a Stock reconciliation summary report in ABW to: 

• reconcile General Ledger stock accounts against the inventory 
transactions that generated the balances 

• produce a summary of the stock reconciliation. 

When you produce the report you can: 

• define the period to be reconciled 

• optionally update stock balances according to the periodic 
reconciled stock accounts 

• display stock balances in the Stock reconciliation window. 

The result from the reconciliation summary is sub-totalled according to 
account, category 1, category 2, and transaction type. For each breakpoint 
three lines are printed: 

• opening balance from the Stock reconciliation window 

• current period from the General Ledger and the Stock transaction 
window 

• closing balance (if the Update Y/N parameter is selected). 

You produce a stock reconciliation summary report using the Stock 
reconciliation summary window. 
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1. Display the Stock reconciliation summary window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Stock 
reports | Stock reconciliation summary 

 

The following are the key parameters for the stock reconciliation 
summary report: 

• Period – the  time interval up to which date (period) the stock 
account transaction is to be reconciled 

• Update Y/N - indicates whether the stock balances table is to be 
updated, valid values are: 

• selected - update the stock balances in the Stock reconciliation 
window 

• not selected – do not update the stock balances. 

2. Order the report: 

 Select Data | Save (or press F12) 

A report order number is displayed. 

 

3. Display the report: 
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4. Display the Stock reconciliation window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Enquiries | 
Stock reconciliation 

 

You can use this window to: 

• update the stock balances  

• to reconcile against stock accounts in the General Ledger. 

5. Close the window. 
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Producing a stock reconciliation detailed analysis 

You can produce a stock reconciliation detailed analysis report in ABW to: 

• obtain details if there is a discrepancy between the General 
Ledger and the stock account balance tables 

• print a detailed summary of the stock transactions selected for a 
certain period, identifying where any unreconciled differences 
have occurred 

• reconcile and update stock accounts in the General Ledger 
against the stock account balance in the Stock reconciliation 
window. 

This report is only generated if the summary reconciliation (ST20) shows 
that there is a discrepancy. 

You produce a Stock reconciliation detailed analysis report using the 
(ST21) Stock reconciliation detailed analysis window. 

1. Display the (ST21) Stock reconciliation detailed analysis window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Stock 
reports | Stock reconciliation detailed analysis 
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The following are the key parameters for the stock reconciliation 
detailed analysis report: 

• Account – a stock account code which corresponds to an account 
registered in the General Ledger 

• Category 1 - Category value 1 of the General Ledger Analysis 

• Category 2 - Category value 2 of the General Ledger Analysis 

• Period – the period in which the stock account was registered 

2. Enter the report parameters. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Display the report.  

 

NOTE: If there are no discrepancies then this server process does not produce a 
report. 
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Session 9 
Replenishing Stock 
 

This section of the training describes ways in which you can use Inventory 
Management for stock replenishment, and covers: 

• an overview of stock replenishment in ABW 

• replenishing stock. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
stock replenishment facilities in Inventory Management. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding stock replenishment in ABW. 

Understanding how to specify a re-order level and quantity of 
products. 
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An overview of stock replenishment in ABW 

Stock replenishment is a procedure which runs within the ABW Purchasing 
module. 

Each product has its own re-order level. 

The re-order level can also be applied to individual warehouses 

NOTE: When the stock replenishment process PO07 is run, the 
warehouse/location-specific settings are used where they exist for a product, 
otherwise the default values from the product master are used. 

Replenishing stock 

You can specify a re-order level and quantity of products which are to be 
used when the ABW Order proposal (PO07) server process is run to 
automatically generate requisitions. 

The process compares the re-order level with the actual stock level, and 
then generates a requisition equal to the ordered amount of the product if 
the actual stock level is less than the re-order level. 

The re-order level and quantity can also be entered in the Products 
window, but the values entered in this window cannot be specified 
according to warehouse and location. When the Order proposal server 
process is run, it first determines if values on the warehouse/location level 
exist. If not, the general values which are set up in the Products window 
are used. 

You specify a re-order level using the Re-order level/quantity window. 

1. Display the Re-order level/quantity window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management  | Fixed 
registers | Re-order level/quantity 

 

The following are the key fields: 

• Product – a product code 

• Description – a description of the product code 

• Warehouse – the warehouse 
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• Location – the location within the warehouse (can be blank) 

• A – the aggregated stock level, valid values are: 

• A – the re-ordering values are to be aggregated over all 
warehouses and will therefore use the default re-order levels 
applied to the product master record  

• N – the independent warehouse re-order levels are to be used. 

• Order point – the order point (if the stock is less than this 
number the Order proposal (PO07) server process will generate a 
requisition for this product) 

• Order qty – the number of units of the product that are ordered if 
a requisition has been generated by the Order proposal (PO07) 
server process 

• Max level - The maximum number of product units allowed in 
stock. An order that leads to more products than stated in Max 
level will be rejected. 

• Sort - the sorting mode in this window 

• S – status of either N (Normal), P (Parked) or C (Closed). 

2. Enter the Re-order level/quantity details: 

 Type DESK for Product 

 Type NTH for Warehouse 

 Type AA for Location 

 Type A for aggregated stock level  

 Type 10.0 for Order point 

 Type 20 for Order qty 

 Type 35 for Max level  

 Type 1 for Sort 

 Type N for Status 

3. Save the details and close the window. 
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Session 10 
Performing Stock Cost 
Adjustments 
 

This section of the training describes how you can use ABW to post cost 
adjustments for products. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 
stock cost adjustment facilities in Inventory Management. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding how to post cost adjustments for products that have 
been withdrawn from stock with an incorrect stock value. 
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Overview of Stock Cost Adjustments 

You can use the ST18 server process to post cost adjustments for products 
that have been withdrawn from stock with an incorrect stock value. 

This server process may be run at any time, but is typically used at period 
end to adjust the stock and cost of sales accounts for stock issues made 
through Internal Withdrawals and Goods Dispatches, where the stock value 
at the time of issue was incorrect. 

Depending on the stock valuation method, when stock is received against a 
purchase order, the stock account is valued at the purchase order cost. If 
the supplier invoice is for a different amount, when it is posted an 
adjustment to the stock account is made for the difference. 

If, however, some or all of the stock is issued before the supplier invoice is 
received, these issues will be at the wrong stock price. Running the Cost 
Adjustment (ST18) report identifies these issues and creates the 
adjustments to the stock account and charge / cost of sales accounts. 
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Stock Cost Adjustment 

You produce a stock cost adjustment using the ST18 Cost adjustment 
window. 

1. Display the ST18 Cost adjustment window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Inventory Management | Stock 
reports | Cost adjustment 

 

The following are the key parameters for the cost adjustment 
process: 

• Order number from / to – a number range of the orders that you 
want the ST18 server process to process 

• Period – the  period the transaction was entered  

• BatchId – in the format YYMMDDn (Year/Month/Date)., this is a 
unique identifier for the transactions that are transferred by the 
Batch Input (GL07) server process 

• Transaction date - the transaction date for the transactions 
generated in General Ledger 

• Posting period - the period to which the batch is to be posted, 
this must be a period with status N, registered in the Period 
maintenance window. 

• TransType – the transaction type for transfer to the General 
Ledger. This should be the Stock Transactions one. 
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• Start GL07 – (this is a fixed parameter on the standard variant) 
indicates if the server process Batch input transactions from 
external system (GL07) is to be run to update the General 
Ledger, valid values are: 

o selected -  run GL07 to update the General Ledger 

o not selected – do not run GL07. 

2. Enter the process parameters. 

3. Order the report to run the process, and close the window. 

4. Display the report details. 

NOTE:  If these have not been any stock adjustments then this server process 
does not produce a report 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Consolidation exercise 
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Course Review 
 

This section reviews the main elements of the course and covers the 
objectives of the course and the key learning points from each session. 

 

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course were to help you: 

• understand the functionality of the Inventory Management 
module in ABW 

• understand the fixed registers, products, follow-up, scope of 
stock, and the set-up which is required to manage stock using 
the Inventory Management module 

• understand how to enter goods into stock, and withdraw them 
from stock as internal transactions 

• understand the process by which purchase requisitions that are 
satisfied from stock are followed through the picking list and 
internal despatch stages 

• understand the movement of stock between locations 

• understand valuation of stock, and reconciliation to the General 
Ledger stock account. 
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Key learning points 

Remind yourself of the key learning points for each session. 

Session 1 – Overview of ABW Inventory Management 

• Understanding ABW Inventory Management. 

• Understanding Inventory Management functionality in ABW. 

 

Session 2 – Setting up Inventory Management 

• Understanding the ABW logistics information that needs to be set 
up before you can control stock using the Inventory Management 
module. 

• Understanding how set up a parameters to control the stock 
valuation principle used in ABW. 

• Understanding how set up a parameter to control the stock 
processing methods used in ABW. 

 

Session 3 – Processing Internal Stock 

• Understanding how you register internal stock in ABW. 

• Understanding how you register opening stock balances when 
installing ABW. 

• Understanding how you print receipts for internal stock entries. 

• Understanding how you correct stock receipts which have been 
entered incorrectly. 

 

Session 4 – Managing Internal Withdrawals 

• Understanding how Inventory Management handles withdrawals 
of product from stock. 

• Understanding how to record a product withdrawal from stock (a 
stock issue). 

• Understanding how to print a receipt for stock withdrawals. 

• Understanding how to correct errors made when recording a 
product withdrawal from stock. 
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Session 5 – Managing Stock Movements & Transfers 

• Understanding ABW facilities for stock movement and transfer. 

• Understanding how to record details of a stock movement or 
transfer. 

• Understanding how to enquire on stock transactions which are 
created when a product is physically moved. 

 

Session 6 – Managing Warehouse Orders 

• Understanding warehouse orders. 

• Understanding how to produce a picking list report. 

• Understanding how to register goods dispatched to customers. 

• Understanding how you can print a dispatch note to inform the 
customer what goods they are receiving. 

 

Session 7 – Managing Stocktaking 

• Understanding the stocktaking process in ABW. 

• Understanding how to create a stocktake entry printout. 

• Understanding how to record a count of stock in ABW 

• Understanding how to perform an enquiry of stock take 
information you have recorded in ABW 

• Understanding how to post stocktake details to update stock 
accounts and stock levels. 

 

Session 8 – Reconciling Stock 

• Understanding the stock reconciliation reports and enquiry 
facilities in ABW. 

• Understanding how you produce a stock reconciliation summary 
report in ABW. 

• Understanding how you produce a stock reconciliation detailed 
analysis. 

 

Session 9 – Replenishing Stock 

• Understanding stock replenishment in ABW. 
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• Understanding how to specify a re-order level and quantity of 
products. 

 

Session 10 – Performing Stock Cost Adjustments 

• Understanding how to post cost adjustments for products that 
have been withdrawn from stock with an incorrect stock value. 

 

Course evaluation form 

Don’t forget to complete the form and hand it to your trainer. 
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